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1 Introduction
1.1 Overview of the CSD Ligand Overlay
The purpose of the software is to overlay sets of flexible molecules that are assumed to be
ligands of the same protein sharing the same binding site. A correct prediction places the
ligands in the conformations that they adopt when they bind to the protein, and in their
correct positions and orientations relative to one another. The software works in the
absence of any protein-structure information. Hence, it is rarely possible to identify the
correct overlay unambiguously. Therefore, a variety of credible solutions is produced.
The molecules to be overlaid are divided into features such as hydrogen-bond donors and
acceptors, and hydrophobic groups (hydrophobes). Each feature is represented by one or
more fitting points placed at strategic positions (for example, on a donor atom, on an
acceptor atom or at the centroid of a hydrophobe). A pharmacophore point constitutes a
cluster of fitting points in an overlay, all representing the same type of feature and each
from a different ligand. If every ligand contributes, it is a full pharmacophore point;
otherwise it is a partial pharmacophore point. The complete collection of pharmacophore
points in an overlay is the pharmacophore hypothesis (or simply pharmacophore) suggested
by that overlay. The composition of the pharmacophore (that is, the ligand features that
contribute to the pharmacophore points) is the feature mapping.
The algorithm returns multiple diverse overlays and uses the following key steps:





Overlay generation: a fingerprint technique generates several thousand possible
overlays using bit-string manipulations. A default and a slower search setting can be
used.
Overlay filtering: each overlay is scored on three objective functions (union volume,
hydrogen-bond match, and hydrophobic match), and ranked by constrained Pareto
ranking. A diverse subset of the best generated solutions is then chosen using an
overlay-dissimilarity metric. After filtering, a user defined number of overlays (by
default, 20) is retained.
Overlay refinement: if necessary, the solutions can be optimised to bring
approximately aligned groups into closer alignment (overlay optimisation). A multiobjective genetic algorithm can be used to find additional overlays with a given
mapping of chemical features but different ligand conformations (overlay
multiplication).

Optionally, the user can generate constrained overlays by specifying chemical groups which
are forced to be superimposed, or follow a customised stepwise overlay generation by
defining which and how many ligands should be overlaid at each step.
There are two ways of using the program:


Interactively via Hermes (referred to as the graphical user interface or GUI).



As a background job, using an instruction file (referred to as the command line).

The program has been extensively assessed by comparing its predictions with 121
experimentally derived molecular overlays.

1.2 Release Notes for the CSD 2017 Release
New ligand overlay features in this release include:
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Ability to carry out stepwise overlay (automated and user-determined ordering are
both available).



Ability to generate conformers for the input molecules prior to overlay generation.



Ability to pre-filter pregenerated conformer libraries using the Mogul module of the
CSD-System.

1.3 Installation
The software is installed as part of the CSDS package.

2 Ligand input
The algorithm requires as input a set of low-energy conformers for each ligand to be
overlaid. It is usually sufficient to allow a maximum of about 200 conformers per ligand.
Hydrogen atoms must be included and each ligand must be in the protonation state
anticipated to exist within the protein binding site, since protonation states are not varied by
the CSD Ligand Overlay program. If alternative protonation and tautomeric states are
possible, then several runs should be carried out leading to alternative overlay hypotheses.
Conformers can be automatically generated if a single conformation is provided as input.

2.1 Loading ligand conformers
The sets of conformers for all ligands that the user wishes to overlay are loaded on the
Select Conformers page of CSD Ligand Overlay wizard, by clicking on the Add Files … button.
Each loaded set of conformers will then be listed in a table containing the file name and
location, the label for the ligand (consisting of the numbering of the ligand conformer set as
loaded in the GUI and the ligand name if present in the conformer file), the number of
conformers in the file, and an option to generate a set of conformers for ligands provided as
a single conformation. For example, loading two sets of 200 conformers for molecules
named ligand_A and ligand_B, and a single conformer for molecule named ligand_C will
result in the following Select Conformers page:

By default, the tick box under Generate Conformers is enabled if a single conformation of a
molecule is provided and the molecule has at least one rotatable bond. The CSD Conformer
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Generator will then be used and a set of up to 200 new conformations generated for that
molecule. It is, however, possible to disable the conformer generation step and use the
single input conformation provided for the overlay run.
Ensembles of conformers obtained with any third-party software can be used. The Filter
Files… button allows filtering of the input conformations based on the knowledge base
derived from the CSD. This utility uses Mogul to filter out conformations with unusual
torsion angles based on what is observed in the CSD for molecules with a similar chemical
environment. The button Filter Files… allows you to choose the file with the conformers to
filter. Filtered conformers are then written out to a new file in the working directory; press
Yes in the pop-up dialog to load the new file into the interface, and then Ok to the summary
report showing how many conformers have been excluded.

2.2

Definition and representation of ligand features: the feature file
The algorithm treats each ligand as a set of features which are chemical groups with
particular physicochemical properties.Three types of features are always used: hydrogenbond donors, hydrogen-bond acceptors and hydrophobes. In addition, customised features
can be defined (e.g. positive or negative centres).Identifying the hydrophobic features in
ligands is achieved with a hard-coded algorithm.All other features are identified by
substructure matching against a user-editable file of SMARTS strings (the feature file).
The feature file is called features.txt and is located in:

Windows:
<GOLDSUITE_INSTALLDIR>/Hermes/default_parameter_files

Linux:
<GOLDSUITE_INSTALLDIR>/default_parameter_files

Mac OS:
<GOLDSUITE_INSTALLDIR>/hermes.app/Contents/default_parameter_files

Changing settings in this file will impact on the behaviour of the program for anyone who
runs the installation in <GOLDSUITE_INSTALLDIR>.
This allows close control over which groups are to be considered donors and acceptors and
also provides the mechanism for defining customised feature types. The feature file also
allows the directional preferences and strengths of different donor and acceptor groups to
be defined; this information is used when scoring overlays. Each feature is represented by a
fitting point, placed on donor and acceptor atoms and at the centroids of hydrophobes and
customised features.
The current implementation of SMARTS is a subset of the SMARTS functionality described at
http://www.daylight.com/dayhtml/doc/theory/theory.smarts.html. The following should be
taken into consideration when using the CSD-CrossMiner implementation of SMARTS:
Unsupported features (general)




Dot for "not necessarily connected" fragments or atoms, e.g. C.C
Recursive SMARTS, e.g. [$(CC);$(CCC)]
Reaction SMARTS, e.g. [CC>>CC]
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Unsupported features (atom properties)


Some atom constraints (where n is an integer):
o h<n>: implicit hydrogens
o R<n>: ring membership
o <n>: atomic mass




Stereochemical descriptors
Constraints of different types combined with OR operator, e.g. [#7X1,#7D2]. However, a
single feature definition can contain several SMARTS strings that are technically ‘OR’
High precedence AND in OR subexpression, e.g. [C,N&H1]. However, these SMARTS can
be defined as separate [C] and [N&H1] in a single feature definition that will consider
them as ‘OR’



Unsupported features (bond properties)


Stereochemical descriptors for double bonds: these are treated as single bonds with
unspecified stereochemistry



High-precedence AND in OR subexpression, e.g. =&@,- (cyclic double or single and
unspecified cyclicity)
 The following constructs are not supported:
o NOT any bond, e.g. !~
o different bond types combined with AND operator, e.g. -&= (single and double)
o different NOT bond types combined with OR operator, e.g. !-,!= (not single or
not double)
It is possible to specify your own features.txt file on the Select Parameter Settings page of
the CSD Ligand Overlay wizard by choosing the User Specified Input Files drop-down option
for “Parameter choice” rather than the Default drop-down option. The existing feature file
can be edited using the Edit… button or a new feature file can be selected using the Select…
button.

4
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2.3

Excluding specific ligand groups from feature assignment
The SMARTS-driven assignment of chemical features can be manually overridden by the use
of feature exclusions. For example the algorithm can be instructed to ignore the hydrogenbonding atoms of a user-specified group (useful if the group is thought to be necessary only
for increasing solubility for instance).
It is possible to specify which hydrogen-bond donor, hydrogen-bond acceptor or
hydrophobe atoms for a given ligand are to be excluded from the feature assignment step
using the Exclude Features page of the CSD Ligand Overlay wizard. Under the name of each
loaded ligand, the user can choose between ACCEPTOR, DONOR and HYDROPHOBE, such as
in the example below where four conformer sets have been loaded (for ligand_A, ligand_B,
ligand_C and ligand_D).

To define which hydrogen-bond acceptor atoms are to be excluded from feature assignment
for a given ligand, the user can click on ACCEPTOR under the given ligand name, and then in
the 3D visualiser of the wizard either use the picking mode to click on each hydrogen-bond
acceptor atom to be excluded or use the lasso tool to select multiple hydrogen-bond
acceptor atoms at once. The atom labels of the hydrogen-bond acceptor atoms selected will
be added in the Atom Labels column next to ACCEPTOR for the given ligand. The same
procedure applies to define which hydrogen-bond donor atoms and which hydrophobe
atoms are to be excluded from feature assignment.
For a given ligand, existing hydrogen-bond donor atoms, hydrogen-bond acceptor or
hydrophobe atoms are identified using the feature file and can be highlighted in the 3D
visualiser of the GUI by turning on the Highlight Features tick box and selecting DONOR,
ACCEPTOR or HYDROPHOBE.

3 Generating overlays
The heart of the algorithm is a fast search for promising overlays. This typically generates
about 10,000 candidates which are subsequently scored and filtered down to a manageable
number of final solutions.
CSD Ligand Overlay User Guide
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Overlay generation is achieved by setting up a series of alignment fingerprints. Each
fingerprint is constructed by simultaneously overlaying all ligand conformers containing a
particular pharmacophore triplet, the core triplet. For example, this might be the triplet
shown below:

In this case, all ligand conformers that contain this arrangement of two hydrophobic groups
and a hydrogen-bond acceptor will contribute to the fingerprint.
The conformers contributing to the fingerprint are subjected to rigid body translations and
rotations so that the core triplet of each conformer is in a standard position and orientation,
and that all the core triplets are approximately superimposed on one another.
The positions of the key chemical features in each aligned conformer are then captured in a
bit string. The collection of bit strings, one per aligned conformer, is the alignment
fingerprint.
The fingerprint is searched to find combinations of bit strings, one from each ligand, that are
similar to one another. This is equivalent to finding combinations of ligand conformers, one
from each ligand, that overlay well, i.e. have similar chemical features close together in
space. They are all guaranteed to match well in the vicinity of the core triplet; the search
looks for additional similarities in other regions of space.

3.1 Generating overlays in stepwise fashion
It is possible to generate overlays in stepwise fashion and this can be a good way of dealing
with difficult sets of ligands.
For example, suppose you overlay ligands A, B, C, D and E but fail to get convincing results.
The problem can be broken down into simpler steps by generating overlays of a subset of
the ligands, e.g. A, B and C. It is then possible to run a second overlay generation to align the
remaining ligands (D and E) onto the A+B+C overlays, which are treated as “conformers” of a
“supermolecule”.
This method can work where the conventional approach fails for the following reason. The
overlay generation algorithm requires that there are at least three pharmacophoric
interactions common to all ligands. By building the overlay in a series of steps, we work
around the problem. Each “supermolecule” (overlay of a subset of ligands) contains the
features of all its component ligands, increasing the chances that there will be three
pharmacophore interactions in common between the supermolecule and the other ligands
to be overlaid in the step. The stepwise method also allows you to exert close control over
the overlay process. For example, you can reject intermediate solutions that you don’t like.
You may run several steps, and a step can involve overlaying “supermolecules” on single
ligands and/or on other “supermolecules”.
To generate overlays in stepwise fashion, in the Select Parameter Settings window ensure
that the tick box Use step-wise generation is enabled. Then press the More Options button
to define the order in which molecules should be superimposed.

6
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For example, the following Select solution order page shows a protocol where ligands A, B
and C are overlaid in the first run; ligands D and E are overlaid in the second run, and the
two “supermolecules” obtained are superimposed in the final step.

The order in which the different ligands have to be added, with a minimum of two steps, is
defined in the Select solution order window. This order can either be specified manually (as
above) or by clicking on the Suggest Protocol… button, where similar ligands are overlaid
first and less similar ligands added afterwards. The similarity of different ligands is calculated
using in-house CCDC fingerprint. The dissimilarity threshold used by default is 0.3. If,
consequently, all the ligands are in a single cluster, a pop-up message will appear asking the
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users if they wish to try a tighter clustering threshold (i.e. 0.4). If this still produces only one
cluster, the same mechanism is iterated until the threshold gets to 1.0 when it stops.

4 Scoring overlays
The thousands of candidate overlays generated by the fingerprint algorithm are scored using
some or all of the following functions:








volume (v). Union volume of the overlaid ligands. Smaller values are better.
hbond (hb). Measures the extent to which overlaid ligands have hydrogen-bonding
groups in similar positions in space and pointing in similar directions. Gives extra
credit if the “matched” groups are of similar hydrogen-bonding strength and are
accessible (i.e. on the surface of the overlay). Bigger values are better.
hydrophobe_coplanarity (hc). Measures the extent to which hydrophobic groups are
close to one another and, in the case of directional hydrophobes, oriented in the
same way, e.g. with approximately collinear ring normals. Directional hydrophobes
are hydrophobic groups, such as phenyl, that prefer to form different types of
interactions in different directions. Larger values are better.
customised_feature (cf). Measures the extent to which user-specified customised
features are close to one another. Bigger values are better.
energy (e). Non-bonded and torsional strain energy, summed over the overlaid
ligands. Smaller values are better.

In addition, it is possible to define a composite function, i.e. a weighted linear combination
of the above such as 2.0hb – 0.5v.
The candidate overlays are then filtered (see Filtering overlays) with the aim of selecting a
diverse subset of the best of the generated overlays. Some or all of the functions described
above are used, either separately or as a weighted linear combination. By default, the
program uses volume, hydrogen bond and hydrophobe coplanarity scores, but not energy,
as the conformations of all ligands are taken from the libraries supplied by the user.
Computed scores for the surviving solutions are stored in an output file for further analysis
(see Other analysis options).

5 Filtering overlays
Once each overlay from the fingerprint algorithm has been assigned a fitness, the overlays
are filtered down to a small number of final solutions.
The fitness is a single number obtained by converting the scores using Fonseca-Fleming
Pareto ranking. Overlays whose Pareto rank exceeds a threshold (set by default to 5) are
rejected. By default, the final number of solutions after filtering is set to 20. Thus, if
application of the Pareto rank threshold leaves too many solutions, they are further reduced
in number as follows: they are ordered on their Borda tallies (the sum of the ranks of the
individual scores) and the highest ranking solution (best on Borda tally) is chosen to be part
of the final solution set.
Solutions are then evaluated based on their similarity to the fittest overlay. All overlays
whose dissimilarity from the accepted solution is less than a specified value are rejected, i.e.
filtered out. The best of the surviving solutions is then accepted and the dissimilarity test
applied again, and so on until no acceptable overlay remains or a user-specified maximum
number of accepted solutions is reached (set by default to 20).

8
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The solution diversity can be set on the Select Filtering Options page of the CSD Ligand
Overlay wizard by moving the slider to the right to require a higher solution diversity
(increasing the dissimilarity threshold up to 0.3) or to the left to require a lower solution
diversity (lowering the dissimilarity threshold as low as 0.05), or by entering a value between
0.05 and 0.3 in the box on the far right.
Score constraints can be set when Pareto ranking. By default, the program requires that an
overlay must be in the best 30% of volume scores and the best 70% of hydrogen bond
scores. Optionally, an additional constraint can be added to filter out solutions that are not
in the best 70% of hydrophobe score.
The score constraints can be set on the Select Filtering Options page of the CSD Ligand
Overlay wizard by activating the tick boxes next to the requirements for the overlay
solutions to be in the best x% of the hydrogen bond score, x% of the best volume overlap,
and x% of the best hydrophobe score, where the required x% can be varied using the up and
down arrows for each score constraint that is turned on.

CSD Ligand Overlay User Guide
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Optionally, the accepted solutions can be optimised (see Optimising overlays). They are
saved and made available for visual inspection.

6 Generating constrained overlays
6.1 Hard constraints
A hard constraint forces the fingerprint algorithm to generate only overlays in which
specified atoms are close together.
For example, suppose you only want overlays in which atom 1 of ligand A, atom 2 of B and
atom 3 of C are superimposed.
An artificial hard_constraint feature type is introduced, to which only these atoms belong.
When the fingerprint algorithm searches for core triplets from which to build alignment
fingerprints, any triplet which does not involve a hard_constraint feature is rejected.
The ensuing fingerprint algorithm is therefore constrained to produce only solutions which
superimpose the specified atoms.
Hard constraints tend to be very effective and also speed up the calculation as they reduce
search space.
Because of the way they work, hard constraints must obey two conditions: there may be no
more than three of them (since fingerprints are built from core triplets) and each constraint
must involve atoms from all ligands. These conditions do not apply to soft constraints.
Setting up a hard constraint requires clicking on the Add Constraint button on the Setup
Constraint page of the CSD Ligand Overlay wizard and choosing Hard as the type of
constraint. The atom (or atoms) of each ligand that are to be constrained must be selected
by displaying the ligand in the GUI visualiser and selecting Group 1. Then, clicking on the
atom (or atoms) to be constrained selects them for the hard constraint and lists them under

10
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Atom Labels for Group 1. This needs to be done for all ligands for the hard constraint to be
successfully set up.
For a given ligand, existing hydrogen-bond donor atoms, hydrogen-bond acceptor or
hydrophobe atoms are identified using the feature file and can be highlighted in the 3D
visualiser of the GUI by turning on the Highlight Features tick box and selecting DONOR,
ACCEPTOR or HYDROPHOBE. In the example below, one or more atoms in each of the four
ligands (ligand_A, ligand_B, ligand_C and ligand_D) have been selected to be part of a hard
constraint.

6.2 Soft constraints
A soft constraint biases overlay generation towards overlays in which specified atoms are
close together, but does not rigidly enforce it.
For example, suppose you are particularly interested in overlays in which atom 1 of ligand A,
atom 2 of B and atom 3 of C are superimposed, but do not wish to completely exclude other
overlays.
An artificial soft_constraint feature type is introduced, to which only these atoms belong.
When the overlays are scored, a customised_feature scoring function is used to identify
solutions which satisfy the constraint. The filtering algorithm then includes the
customised_feature scores in the Pareto ranking.
Additionally, the soft_constraint feature type can be added to the list of types allowed in
core triplets. This means that the fingerprint algorithm will actively look for candidate
overlays that satisfy the constraint.
There is no limit to the number of soft constraints that can be specified, and each such
constraint does not need to involve atoms from all ligands.
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Soft constraints are less effective than hard constraints. Also, it can greatly increase
calculation times and memory requirements if several soft constraints are included in the list
of allowed types for core-triplet generation.
To set up a soft constraint requires clicking on the Add Constraint button on the Setup
Constraint page of the CSD Ligand Overlay wizard and choosing Soft as the type of
constraint. The atom (or atoms) of the ligands that are to be constrained are selected by
displaying each ligand in the GUI visualiser and selecting Group 1. Then, clicking on the atom
(or atoms) to be constrained selects them for the soft constraint and lists them under Atom
Labels for Group 1. This procedure is done for all ligands that the user wishes to apply the
soft constraint to.
For a given ligand, existing hydrogen-bond donor atoms, hydrogen-bond acceptor or
hydrophobe atoms are identified using the feature file and can be highlighted in the 3D
visualiser of the GUI by turning on the Highlight Features tick box and selecting DONOR,
ACCEPTOR or HYDROPHOBE.
In the example below, one or more atoms in three of the four ligands (ligand_B, ligand_C,
and ligand_D but not ligand_A) have been selected to be part of a soft constraint.

7 Finding overlays with similar feature mappings but different
geometries: overlay multiplication
A particular problem with flexible ligands is that you might get a convincing overlay but
wonder whether other overlays might exist with the same features overlaid (the same
feature mapping) but different ligand conformations (e.g. as in the example shown below).
This can be important, because they would lead to different pharmacophore queries for
virtual screening protocols that include a shape description during the search.

12
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Two overlays of dihydrofolate reductase ligands with identical feature mappings but different ligand conformations.

One way to investigate this is to specify three hard constraints (see Section 6.1) that capture
the most important feature mappings in the starting overlay. Running a new overlay
generation with these constraints may then find other overlays with the required mapping
of chemical groups but involving different ligand geometries. The filtering criteria may be
made very relaxed, since the constraints will ensure that only good solutions match, so as
many as possible are found (hopefully, exploring geometric diversity).
Another option is to perform overlay multiplication. This starts by setting up a population of
chromosomes, each coding for an overlay. Each chromosome contains torsion-angle data
and mapping information. The latter captures the feature mapping of the starting solution
and is kept constant. The torsion-angle data is randomised when the initial chromosome
population is set up and is then optimised with a multiple-objective genetic algorithm
(MOGA).
The MOGA will converge on a set of solutions with different torsion-angle data (therefore,
different ligand geometries) but similar feature mappings.
The MOGA uses a niching technique to promote geometric diversity.
Overlay multiplication sometimes achieves geometric diversity at the cost of overlay quality,
depending on the starting overlay. Occasionally, the energies of the overlay population
(which start high because torsion angles are randomised) never come down to reasonable
levels. Sometimes the MOGA cannot converge to overlays with the desired feature mapping.
Also, the overlays tend to look much less tidy than those produced by overlay generation,
even after local optimisation.
To perform overlay multiplication on an existing overlay solution, the project in which this
overlay solution was found must first be loaded using the Load existing project button on
the first page of the CSD Ligand Overlay wizard and navigating to where the configuration
file (.phcfg file) for the project was saved. Choosing the second option on the overlay
wizard, called “Find related solutions with the same pharmacophore mapping”, will allow for
overlay multiplication.
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The result set or “job” in which the existing overlay solution of interest was created must
then be selected before the exact overlay solution can be selected.

7.1

Controlling bond rotation during overlay multiplication: the rotatablebond file
A file of SMARTS strings may be used to indicate which types of acyclic bonds are to be
allowed to rotate during overlay multiplication, and can also be used to set permitted
torsion-angle ranges. For example, the default rotatable-bond file makes methyl groups nonrotatable and constrains esters to lie within 5° of the trans planar geometry.
The file called rotbonds.txt is located in:

Windows:
<GOLDSUITE_INSTALLDIR>/Hermes/default_parameter_files

Linux:
<GOLDSUITE_INSTALLDIR>/default_parameter_files

Mac OS:
<GOLDSUITE_INSTALLDIR>/hermes.app/Contents/default_parameter_files

8 Optimising overlays
Optionally, overlays from filtering or multiplication can be optimised before they are saved
and made available for visual inspection.
Optimisation rarely results in major changes to overlays but “tidies them up”, often bringing
groups into tighter alignment by tweaking the ligand conformations.

14
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Optimisation takes an overlay to its local minimum. The objective function includes torsional
constraints applied to acyclic torsions, a non-bonded potential avoiding close intramolecular
contacts and a similarity potential that favours similar atoms (e.g. H-bond donors) being
close to one another. Only acyclic torsion angles are varied during optimisation.
Torsion-angle ranges specified in the rotatable-bond file are not taken into account during
optimisation. However, it is possible to control whether hydrogen rotors (e.g. methyl and
hydroxyl groups) are fixed or allowed to rotate. This can be done by switching the
‘hydrogen_rotors’ parameter in the parameters_fast.txt file from ROTATE to FIX.
Optimisation of the filtered overlays is turned on by default, as illustrated in the image
below, but it is possible to turn it off by unticking the box labelled “Automatically optimise
solutions” on the Select Parameter Settings page of the CSD Ligand Overlay wizard.

9 Analysing results
9.1 Converting overlays to pharmacophores
Each of the overlays that survive filtering is analysed to find clusters of donors, acceptors
and hydrophobes. The most important of these clusters collectively comprise the
pharmacophore hypothesis that is suggested by the overlay.
The importance of each cluster is measured by:



The number of ligands it involves (e.g. in an overlay of four ligands, a cluster involving
donors from all four is likely to be more significant than one involving donors from only
three).
The contribution it makes to the hbond or hydrophobe_coplanarity score (depending on
whether the cluster is of donors or acceptors, or of hydrophobic groups). For example, a
sterically-inaccessible cluster of donors will make a smaller contribution to the hbond
score than a similar but accessible cluster.
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The program also finds the most probable direction(s) in which clusters of donors or
acceptors might hydrogen-bond to the protein, i.e. directions which are sterically
accessible and favourable for all or most of the individual donors or acceptors in the
cluster.

9.2 Superimposing overlays
Two different overlays can most easily be compared by superimposing them.
When the target overlay is provided, the program automatically compares all produced
overlay solutions to the target overlay by superimposing the overlay solutions onto the
provided target overlay, by least-squares fitting a representative subset of atoms or by
fitting the pharmacophores associated with the overlays.

9.3 Measuring overlay dissimilarity
9.3.1 Superposition-based dissimilarity coefficient
The dissimilarity of two overlays can be viewed from at least two standpoints: are they
similar from an overall shape point of view; and do they present similar pharmacophores?
The simplest way of measuring the former is to do a “smart” RMSD calculation, i.e. leastsquares superimpose the overlays, and measure the RMSD of the fitted atoms, taking into
account any topological equivalence.
This is the basis of the superposition-based dissimilarity measure. For speed, not all atoms
are used; rather, a representative set of atoms from each ligand is taken, ensuring that there
is at least one atom from each feature and avoiding topologically degenerate atoms as far as
possible.
The raw RMSD is converted to the superposition-based dissimilarity coefficient as follows:




RMSD < 0.5 Å, dissimilarity = 0.
0.5 Å ≤ RMSD ≤ 3.5 Å, dissimilarities linearly transformed into range 0 to 1.
3.5 Å < RMSD; dissimilarity = 1.

A dissimilarity matrix (e.g. job1_dissimilarity_matrix_super.csv) of the 20 chosen solutions
based on the superimposition coefficients is returned as output of the calculation.

9.3.2 Pharmacophore-based dissimilarity coefficient
Pharmacophore dissimilarity is based on which features are superimposed in the overlay.
For example, the two overlays shown below have clear differences in geometry, especially in
the regions circled, but the mapping of features is virtually identical (e.g. in both overlays
there are three carboxylate groups, from different ligands, almost exactly on top of one
another).
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The pharmacophore-based dissimilarity of this pair is therefore very low (0.021) while the
superposition-based coefficient is higher (0.346).
The pharmacophore dissimilarity coefficient of two overlays (A, B) is calculated by examining
all pairs of pharmacophore points, one from A and one from B, that are of the same type (all
donor pairs, all acceptor pairs, and so on). For a given pair, PA and PB, let NA be the number
of ligand fitting points in PA, NB be the number in PB, and NAB be the number that are in both
PA and PB. The similarity of the pair is computed by the Tanimoto metric
T = NAB / (NA+NB-NAB)
Pharmacophore points in A are then matched with those in B, by first matching the pair with
the highest Tanimoto coefficient, then the pair with the next highest (excluding any pair
involving a pharmacophore point that has already been matched), and so on. The
pharmacophore dissimilarity coefficient is based on the Tanimoto coefficients of the
matched pairs (with a further increase in the coefficient if there are any unmatched
pharmacophore points).
A dissimilarity matrix (e.g. job1_dissimilarity_matrix_pharm.csv) of the 20 chosen solutions
based on the pharmacophore coefficients is returned as output of the calculation.

9.3.3 Consensus dissimilarity coefficient
The consensus dissimilarity coefficient measures the dissimilarity of two overlays, taking into
account both the overall shape of the overlays and the similarity or otherwise of the
pharmacophores they present.
It is calculated as the geometric mean of the superposition-based and pharmacophorebased dissimilarities.
A dissimilarity matrix (e.g. job1_dissimilarity_matrix_consensus.csv) of the 20 chosen
solutions based on the consensus coefficients is returned as output of the calculation.

9.4 Mapping a set of overlays
Multidimensional scaling can be used to produce 2D or 3D plots of the final set of overlays,
the intention being that similar overlays should lie close together on the plot.
Three separate plots are calculated, based on each of the available overlay dissimilarity
coefficient types. Plots can be coloured on any of the objective scores.
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The plots can be very revealing. For example, the overlays plotted in the figure below fall
into two main clusters, with two gross outliers.

Plot of overlays of cycle checkpoint kinase ligands, revealing that the overlays fall into two distinct clusters, with two outliers
(the horizontal and vertical axes represent the first and second dimensions, respectively, from the multidimensional scaling
calculation).

The scale of the map is meaningful because it is set so that the distance between the points
representing the most dissimilar pair of observations is equal to their dissimilarity
coefficient. This can give some extra insight, e.g. if the axes of the map span very narrow
ranges (e.g. x only goes from about -0.2 to +0.2), we can infer that the solutions are not very
diverse.
However, overlays are complex objects and variations between them can be represented
only approximately in low dimensional space. Thus, while useful, the plots should not be
over-interpreted.

9.5 Comparing predicted overlays to a target overlay
Predicted overlays can be compared with a target overlay. For example, this is useful for
evaluating the program, since the target can be a known overlay produced by superimposing
the relevant protein-ligand crystal structures.
This option can be accessed on the Select Filtering Options page of the CSD Ligand Overlay
wizard. Under “Analysis Options” it is possible to navigate to the location of the file
containing the target overlay with the Select… button.
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By adding the target overlay to the solution set it will also be included on multidimensional
scaling maps and other analysis output files.

9.6 Other analysis options
There are several other output options that can give insight into a set of solutions, including
those listed below.



A file of dissimilarities, giving the three different types of dissimilarity coefficient for
each pair of solutions.
A file of scores and ranks, giving the volume, hbond, hydrophobe_coplanarity and
energy scores of each solution, together with the Pareto ranks in the 4D space of
these scoring functions and all 3D, 2D and 1D sub-spaces.

10 Command line interface
On Windows and Linux platforms, it is possible to run an overlay calculation in batch mode
starting from a configuration file where input molecules, conformer libraries, parameter files
and output directory are specified. The easiest way to prepare the input files for the
command line version of the program would be to set up a job using the GUI Wizard and, on
the Run Program page of the CSD Ligand Overlay wizard, to press the button Create
Command Line Files rather than Run. This will allow you to specify the name (e.g.
config_file.txt) of the file and the location where you would like to store it.

The file can be run with the command:
<program_location>/overlay_ligands -cf config_file.txt –mode generate

An example is shown below:
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As you can see input conformer libraries are used for ligand_A, ligand_B, ligand_D and
ligand_E, while conformer generation is required for ligand_C and the output file will be
named 03_ligand_C.mol2 and saved in the working directory.
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12 Tutorials
12.1 Tutorial 1: Generating Unconstrained and Constrained Overlays
12.1.1 Objective
This tutorial demonstrates how the GUI may be used to overlay a set of flexible molecules,
and includes both unconstrained and constrained overlaying.
The scientific objective is to find plausible overlays of four neprilysin ligands, from which one
or more pharmacophore hypotheses could be constructed.
Although there are only four molecules, they are flexible and feature-rich, so the problem is
non-trivial.
Pharmacophore-based methods are usually applied when the 3D structure of the target
protein is unknown. In this example, the structures of all four protein-ligand complexes are
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available in the PDB, so, at the end of our work, we can compare our overlays with the true
answer.
Each ligand is assigned the name of the PDB structure from which it was taken.
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As in any drug design method, it is necessary to think about the likely protonation states of
ligands with acidic or basic groups. In the present case, because neprilysin is known to have
a zinc atom at the active site, the thiol groups in 1R1J and 1Y8J have been made anionic, it
being assumed they will coordinate the zinc atom.

12.1.2 Input Files
Example files can be found in:

Windows:
<GOLDSUITE_INSTALLDIR>/Hermes/LigandOverlay/examples

Linux:
<GOLDSUITE_INSTALLDIR>/Hermes/LigandOverlay/examples

Mac OS:
<GOLDSUITE_INSTALLDIR>/Examples/LigandOverlay

The following directories and files are provided (P) for or created (C) during this tutorial:
P

Directory
Tutorial1/conformers
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Files
1DMT_confs.mol2

Explanation
Low-probability conformers of the
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P

Tutorial1/answer

1R1H_confs.mol2
1R1J_confs.mol2
1Y8J_confs.mol2
true_overlay.mol2

C

Tutorial1

features.txt

C

match_rules.txt

C

rotbonds.txt

C

parameters_fast.txt

C

parameters_slow.txt

C
C

Tutorial1/optimisation

default.phcfg
*

C

Tutorial1/job1

*

C

Tutorial1/job2

*

C

Tutorial1/job3

*

C

Tutorial1/job4

*

molecules. These must afford good
coverage
of
energeticallyaccessible conformation space.
The true (crystallographicallyobserved) overlay obtained by
least-squares superposition of the
binding sites of the PDB structures.
Defines hydrogen-bonding groups
(via SMARTS strings).
Specifies rules for matching groups,
e.g. any sort of hydrophobic group
(aromatic or aliphatic) can be
matched
with
any
other
hydrophobic group.
Defines (via SMARTS strings)
allowed torsion-angle ranges for
certain types of bonds, e.g. amides
must be close to planar.
Contains all parameters for fast
setting; used by default.
Contains all parameters for slow
setting; recommended only if no
reasonable results obtained with
fast setting parameters.
Default configuration file.
Nine files needed for the overlay
optimisation option.
A directory created by completing
Section 1 of this tutorial.
A directory created by completing
Section 2 of this tutorial.
A directory created by completing
Section 3 of this tutorial.
A directory created by completing
Section 4 of this tutorial.

12.1.3 Starting the GUI
In the Calculate main menu within Hermes, select Ligand Overlay and then select Start
Wizard.

12.1.4 Section 1: Initial Generation of Overlays & Analysis
In this section, we will generate some possible overlays of the four molecules. The program
runs a fast but comparatively crude fingerprint-based procedure to generate a large number
of possible overlays. After this phase is completed, it will score the generated overlays more
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carefully, apply filters to select a small number of promising solutions, optimise these
solutions and analyse these solutions so that they can be easily looked at.

Input
In the Choose what you want to do window, it is possible to load an existing project, but as
no calculations have been run so far, this is not appropriate. Choose option to Search for
new overlays & pharmacophores and click on the Next button.

In the Create or Load a Project window, click on the Create Project... button. This allows you
to navigate to an existing directory or create a new directory where you want the results of
Tutorial 1 to be saved. Once you have chosen the directory for the tutorial, click on the Next
button.

In the Select Conformers window, you will be prompted to add the conformer files for all
ligands that you wish to overlay. For this tutorial, the conformer files pre-generated using
the CSD Conformer Generator for the four neprilysin ligands are provided in the
Tutorial1/conformers directory. These conformer files can be loaded by clicking on the Add
Files... button.
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Once the neprilysin conformer files are loaded, click on the Next button.
In the Select Parameter Settings window, you can choose which parameter and feature files
to use. By default, when a project is created, the standard parameter file (called
parameters_fast.txt) and feature file (called features.txt) are copied into the project
directory. The default parameters are appropriate for this tutorial, so you should choose the
Default drop-down option.
However, it is possible to read in your own parameter and feature files or to edit the
standard files by selecting the User Specified Input Files drop-down option.

There are two additional boxes that can be ticked in the Select Parameter Settings window.
The first box, Automatically optimise solutions, is ticked by default. Therefore, optimisation,
involving tweaking the ligand positions and geometries to improve the overlays, is
automatically requested. Ensure that this Automatically optimise solutions box remains
ticked. Ensure that the second box, Use step-wise generation, remains unticked as we will
not use it here.
The Select Parameter Settings window should now look like this:
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Click on the More Options button.
In the Setup Constraints window, you can set up hard and soft constraints to force functional
groups to be overlaid. Usage of this functionality will be illustrated in Section 4 of Tutorial 1.
For now, no constraint is to be specified, so click on the Next button.
In the Exclude Features window, you can specify that certain atoms are not to be treated as
acceptors, as donors, and/or as hydrophobes. Usage of this functionality will be illustrated in
Section 3 of Tutorial 1. For now, no excluded features are to be specified, so click on the
Next button.
In the Select Filtering Options window, you can specify how the program should choose its
subset of results. The default options are appropriate for this tutorial.
Let us look in more detail at these filtering options.
By default, we ask for 20 as the Maximum number of filtered overlays to save.
To avoid getting very similar solutions, we specify that no two overlays in the final filtered
set may have a dissimilarity coefficient less than 0.075, by adjusting the Solution Diversity
slider to the desired value.
Each overlay will be scored in three ways: volume (the union volume of the overlaid ligands);
hbond (the extent to which H-bonding groups on different ligands are overlaid); and
hydrophobe_coplanarity (the extent to which hydrophobic groups are overlaid and, in the
case of aromatic rings, whether they are coplanar).
The Reject overlays with total volumes that are above the 30.0th percentile constraint
specifies that any solution whose volume score is above the 30th percentile of the lowest
scoring volume score must be rejected (note: low volume scores are good). By default this
constraint is activated (box ticked).
Similarly, the Reject overlays that are below the 70.0th percentile of hydrogen bond score
constraint means that all solutions whose hbond score is below the 70th percentile will be
rejected (note: large hbond scores are good). By default this constraint is activated (box
ticked).
Finally, the Reject overlays that are below the 70.0th percentile of hydrophobe score
constraint means that all solutions whose hydrophobe_coplanarity score is below the 70th
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percentile will be rejected (note: large hydrophobe_coplanarity scores are good). By default
this constraint is not activated (box unticked).
For the surviving solutions, the three scores (volume, hbond and hydrophobe_coplanarity)
will be converted to a single number (the fitness) by Pareto ranking (note: lower Pareto
ranks are better).
The Analysis Options section allows the user to specify the true overlay (obtained by
superimposing the binding sites of all ligands and then removing all protein atoms) for
inclusion as a ‘solution’ in the output. This will allow for easier comparison between the true
overlay and the calculated overlays. This true overlay must be supplied as a multi-mol2 file
containing the ligands posed in their 'true overlay' positions, and their names (in the mol2
title field) must match the names of the identifiers given to the conformer sets.
Thus, in the Analysis Options section, click on the Select... button and navigate to the true
overlay, true_overlay.mol2, which can be found in the Tutorial1/answer directory.
The Select Filtering Options window should now look like this:

Click on the Next button. In the Run Program window, click on the Run button to start the
job.
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The progress bar helps to monitor the progress of the calculation as the program goes
through several stages: Initialising, Generating Overlays, Scoring Overlays, Filtering Overlays,
Optimising Overlays and Analysing Overlays.

Output and discussion
In your output directory Tutorial1/job1 you should find the following files:
Files

Explanation

all_generated.chrm

File containing five mandatory header lines followed
by all 10,000 generated overlays (pre-filtering),
stored in chromosome form.

solutions.chrm

File containing five mandatory header lines followed
by the 20 overlays chosen by the filtering step,
stored in chromosome form.

solution_XX.mol2

solution_XX.sdf

The 20 solutions chosen by the filtering step and
optimised to bring groups into tighter alignment – as
a multi mol2 or sdf file.

pharmacophores/solution_pharm_XX.mol2

The pharmacophore representations for the 20
solutions.

solution_target.sdf

The true overlay if indicated in the overlay
generation.

solution_target.mol2
target_overlay_XX.mol2
target_overlay_XX.sdf
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The 20 optimised solutions, superimposed onto the
true overlay if indicated in the overlay generation –
as a multi mol2 or sdf file.
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job1_map_of_solutions.csv

The dominance, consensus coefficients (x, y and z),
the pharmacophore coefficients
(x_pharm,
y_pharm and z_pharm), the superposition
coefficients (x_super, y_super and z_super), the
three scores (v, hb and hc) and the energy (e) for all
20 chosen solutions after filtering and optimisation.

job1_dissimilary_matrix.csv

The dissimilarity matrices of the 20 chosen solutions
based on all three coefficients (consensus,
superposition and pharmacophore).

job1_dissimilarity_matrix_consensus.csv

The dissimilarity matrices of the 20 chosen solutions
based on the consensus coefficients (x, y and z) only.

job1_dissimilarity_matrix_pharm.csv

The dissimilarity matrices of the 20 chosen solutions
based on the pharmacophore coefficients (x_pharm,
y_pharm and z_pharm) only.

job1_dissimilarity_matrix_super.csv

The dissimilarity matrices of the 20 chosen solutions
based on the superposition coefficients (x_super,
y_super and z_super) only.

scores.csv

The final v, hb and hc scores for the 20 chosen
overlays after filtering and optimisation.

log.txt

The logfile for the calculation, including the values of
all parameters (those left as default and those set)
and a summary of all steps and of their duration.

All the generated overlays (pre-filtering) are stored in chromosome form in
all_generated.chrm. If you look at this file, you will see that it has three (mandatory) header
lines followed by 10,000 chromosomes, each coding for an overlay.
The filtering has chosen 20 overlays. These are stored as chromosomes in solutions.chrm
and as molecules in solution_01.mol2, solution_02.mol2, etc. It is easy to browse through
these solutions using the Hermes Data Analysis window that is automatically generated
once the calculation has completed. An example run produced results that look like this:
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Clicking on each solution in the JOB1_MAP_OF_SOLUTIONS Spreadsheet 1 will display it in
Hermes. Browse through a few solutions. One or two are unconvincing, mostly due to poor
volume overlap, but the others look feasible. Several of the overlays are similar and have the
following groups in close proximity: (a) thiolates and phosphonate/phosphinate; (b) amides
and fused imidazole; (c) iso-butyl and phenyl groups; (d) carboxylate groups. Here is an
example:

The solutions can be analysed using the data contained in JOB1_MAP_OF_SOLUTIONS
Spreadsheet 1 in the Data Analysis window. The volume, hbond, hydrophobe_coplanarity
and energy (internal strain) scores of each solution and of the true overlay are given in the
four columns of the map file headed volume, hbond, hydrophobe and internal energy. These
scores can be useful, particularly for comparison with the scores that could be obtained for
the true crystallographic overlay. The dominance corresponds to the final Pareto rank of the
overlays, where only the volume, hbond and hydrophobe_coplanarity scores are used for
Pareto ranking.
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Good solutions can usually be identified by considering first the overlays with zero
dominance, and in particular focusing on those that also exhibit low internal strain scores.
This is achieved by clicking on the internal energy column to select it, right-clicking to get the
menu, and selecting Sort.

Right-clicking on the dominance column and selecting Sort again will then sort by increasing
internal strain the solutions with a particular value of dominance. Sometimes, a good
solution can be found that has a very low energy score but a dominance of 1, so overlays
with slightly worse dominance cannot be discounted entirely. It is often worth considering
the overlay which has the lowest energy score or which has the lowest volume score.
It is also interesting to analyse the overlays by identifying clusters of similar solutions and
outliers. The dissimilarity of overlays is measured by the program in three ways:
pharmacophore-based (corresponding to the x_pharm, y_pharm and z_pharm columns),
superposition-based (corresponding to the x_super, y_super and z_super columns), and a
consensus between pharmacophore-based and superposition-based (corresponding to the
x, y and z columns). These values are stored in job1_map_of_solutions.csv but are not
automatically imported in the Data Analysis window. In order to access them, close the
existing Hermes session and open a new one. In the Calculate main menu within Hermes,
select Ligand Overlay and then select Open CSV file and open the file
job1/job1_map_of_solutions.csv.
The pharmacophore-based method compares the common pharmacophores present in the
two overlays whose dissimilarity is being judged. If the same H-bonding and hydrophobic
groups are matched in both overlays, the overlays will have a small dissimilarity. The
superposition-based method takes into account the overall shapes of the two overlays. The
remaining method is a consensus between the two measures.
Three other files have been generated. These contain the dissimilarity matrices of the
solutions based on all three dissimilarity coefficients, for all three dissimilarity methods –
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e.g. the job1_dissimilarity_matrix_pharm.csv contains the dissimilarity matrices of the
solutions
based
on
all
three
pharm
coefficients,
and
similarly
for
job1_dissimilarity_matrix_super.csv and job1_dissimilarity_matrix_consensus.csv.
It is possible to use the pharmacophore-based approach to get a feel for the dissimilarity of
overlays. Use the x_pharm, y_pharm and z_pharm columns to display a scatterplot of the
columns x_pharm and y_pharm, optionally colouring on z_pharm. This is achieved by clicking
on all three pharm columns to select them (they turn black when selected) and then clicking
on the submenu Plots then Scatterplot:

The solutions in the above job1_map_of_solutions Spreadsheet 1 produce the following
scatterplot:
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This is a map of the solutions; similar solutions should be close together. The map is only
approximate: overlays are complex objects and cannot be represented in only three
dimensions without some information loss.
You can use the mouse to select overlays that cluster on the scatterplot; the selected
overlays will be highlighted in the job1_map_of_solutions Spreadsheet 1 above and viewed
in Hermes simultaneously. For example, the very large and diffuse cluster in the centre of
the plot contains SOLN01, SOLN_02, SOLN_04, SOLN_05, SOLN_06, SOLN_08, SOLN_09,
SOLN_10, SOLN_11, SOLN_12, SOLN_15, SOLN_16 as seen here:

Since here the true crystallographic overlay has been included for comparison, identifying
good solutions can be easier by looking at the consensus dissimilarity coefficients. In the
spreadsheet job1_dissimilarity_matrix_consensus.csv, sort overlays using the last column,
headed target. The smaller the value, the more similar to the true crystallographic overlay
the calculated overlay is.

12.1.5 Section 2: Re-filtering overlays
In this step, we re-filter the overlays generated earlier, with the aim of increasing solution
diversity. We optimise them as well, to bring groups into tighter alignment, and we produce
some analytical output to help us navigate the solutions as in the section above.

Input
If you still have the previous Hermes session open, close it and start a new Hermes session.
Start the Wizard again for Ligand Overlay and click on the Load Existing Project... button in
the Choose what you want to do window. Navigate to the directory where you ran the
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previous job and select the default.phcfg file. This loads up the project and thus the previous
results. Manually close all items in the Data Analysis window that pops up.
All four options are now available in the Choose what you want to do window. Here, select
the Apply alternative filters to a set of existing results option and click the Next button.

In the Select result set window, you need to select which existing result set you want to refilter. Here, only job1 is available so select it and click on the Next button.
In the Select Filtering Options window, the only option that needs to be changed is the
Solution Diversity, by sliding the button toward the High Diversity end until the value has
changed from 0.075 to 0.15. This will tighten the dissimilarity criterion. Click on the Next
button.

In the Select Parameters Settings window, you should leave the box ticked next to
Automatically optimise solutions so that this is performed. You should also select which
parameters to use by selecting the User Specified Input Files drop-down option.
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One parameter needs to be changed in the default parameter file (parameters_fast.txt). The
filter fitness threshold needs to be changed from 5 to 10, thus making the fitness threshold
less stringent.
In order to do this, you need to click the Edit... button next to the Parameter File option. In
the parameter_fast.txt file you then need to locate the filter_fitness_threshold
parameter under the heading Filter Parameters and change its value from 5 to 10. You then
need to save the edited parameter file as, for example, parameters_fast_edit.txt. To select
this new file as the parameter file, you need to click on the Select... button next to the
Parameter File option and choose your new parameter file. Then, click on the More Options
button.

In the Run Program window, click on the Run button to start the job. Results will be saved to
Tutorial1/job2.

Output and discussion
For the data analysis for this section, locate the job2_map_of_solutions.csv spreadsheet. As
in Section 1, use the x_pharm, y_pharm and z_pharm columns to display a scatterplot of the
columns x_pharm and y_pharm, optionally colouring on z_pharm. The resulting map of
solutions is not very different from the one obtained in Section 1. Please inspect the tables
and analyse the solutions as in Section 1.
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12.1.6 Section 3: Excluding groups
The 1DMT ligand is a natural product and contains a sugar ring not present in the other
molecules. We might hypothesise that this ring is irrelevant to binding, in which case it might
be desirable to ignore it when generating overlays. For example, some solutions from the
previous section have one of the sugar oxygens overlaid on an acceptor atom from another
ligand, and one sugar hydroxyl overlaid on one donor atom of another ligand. We may feel
this is unlikely. This section describes how the sugar ring can be excluded.

Input
Using the GUI, we want to generate overlays that do not take into account the sugar ring of
1DMT. If you still have the previous Hermes session open, you can use the arrow in the top
left hand corner to cycle back to the very start of the Wizard, the Choose what you want to
do window. If you have closed the previous Hermes session, start the Wizard again for
Ligand Overlay and click on the Load Existing Project... button. Navigate to the directory
where you ran the previous two jobs and select the default.phcfg file. This loads up the
project and thus the previous results. Manually close all items in the Data Analysis window
that pops up.
All four options are now available in the Choose what you want to do window. Here, select
the Search for new overlays & pharmacophores option and click the Next button.
In the Select Conformer Files window, the conformer sets should already be loaded up as the
project was loaded at the start of the Wizard. Click on the Next button.
In the Select Parameter Settings window, the default settings are appropriate for this
calculation. By default, the Automatically optimise solutions box is ticked. This is appropriate
for this calculation so leave those as is. Click on the More Options button.
In the Setup Constraints window, you can set up hard and soft constraints to force functional
groups to be overlaid. Usage of this functionality will be illustrated in Section 4 of Tutorial 1.
For now, no constraint is to be specified, so click on the Next button.
In the Exclude Features window, you can specify that certain atoms are not to be treated as
acceptors, as donors, and/or as hydrophobes. All individual atoms of the sugar ring of the
1DMT ligand (i.e. 01_1DMT_con) must be selected as either acceptor, donor or hydrophobe.
Under 01_1DMT_con, click on the ACCEPTOR label then click on each acceptor atom of the
sugar ring of the ligand (i.e. all oxygen atoms of the sugar ring) in the right hand pane until
they are all selected. At this point the window will look like this:
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Under 01_1DMT_con, click on the DONOR label then click on each donor atom of the sugar
ring (i.e. all sugar hydroxyl oxygen atoms) of the ligand in the right hand pane until they are
all selected. At this point the window will look like this:

Under 01_1DMT_con, click on the HYDROPHOBE label then click on each hydrophobe atom
of the sugar ring (i.e. all carbon atoms of the sugar ring) of the ligand in the right hand pane
until they are all selected. At this point the window will look like this:
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Click on the Next button.
In the Select Filtering Options window, you can specify how the program should choose its
subset of results. The default options are appropriate for this tutorial (i.e. returning a
maximum of 20 overlays, a diversity threshold of 0.075 and the default score constraints as
described in Section 1).

Click on the Next button. In the Run Program window, click on the Run button to start the
job. Disabling the sugar runs simplifies the calculation, so it will take less time than the
overlay generation we ran in Section 1 of this tutorial. Results will be saved to the following
directory: Tutorial1/job3.
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Output and discussion
The solutions reflect the fact that the sugar ring has been disabled. For example, there are
no overlays where one of the sugar oxygens is overlaid on an acceptor atom from another
ligand, and one sugar hydroxyl is overlaid on one donor atom of another ligand. Also,
whereas several solutions from our previous jobs had the bridging sugar oxygen overlaid on
acceptors from other ligands, such as:

solutions now show alternative arrangements, such as:

12.1.7 Section 4: Constrained overlaying
We have seen solutions in which the thiolate of 1Y8J is overlaid on carboxylate oxygens of
the other ligands. 1R1J also has a thiolate group. Is it possible to generate credible overlays
in which both thiolates are overlaid on carboxylate oxygens of the other two ligands? This
question can be answered by applying constraints.

Input
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Using the GUI, we want to generate overlays where the two thiolates from 1R1J and 1Y8J
are overlaid on the carboxylate oxygens of 1DMTand 1R1H. If you still have the previous
Hermes session open, you can use the arrow in the top left hand corner to cycle back to the
very start of the Wizard, the Choose what you want to do window. If you have closed the
previous Hermes session, start the Wizard again for Ligand Overlay and click on the Load
Existing Project... button. Navigate to the Tutorial1 directory and select the default.phcfg
file. This loads up the project and thus the previous results. Manually close all items in the
Data Analysis window that pops up.
All four options are now available in the Choose what you want to do window. Here, select
the Search for new overlays & pharmacophores option and click the Next button.
In the Select Conformer Files window, the conformer sets should already be loaded up as the
project was loaded at the start of the Wizard. Click on the Next button.
In the Select Parameter Settings window, the default settings are appropriate for this
calculation. By default, the Automatically optimise solutions box is ticked. This is appropriate
for this calculation so leave those as is. Click on the More Options button.
In the Setup Constraints window, you can set up hard and soft constraints to force functional
groups to be overlaid. Click on the Add Constraint button to create a constraint. By default a
Hard constraint will be created but a Soft constraint is also available using the drop-down
menu next to the newly created Constraint 1 item. A constraint is defined as hard if it
involves an atom or group of atoms from each ligand in the overlay, whereas a soft
constraint can involve an atom or group of atoms from only some ligands in the overlay. A
hard constraint must be satisfied during overlay generation, whilst a soft constraint is
applied to favour solutions where it is satisfied.
In the Ligand section, for each ligand click on the Group 1 option and then click on the atom
or atoms that are to be included in the hard constraint. For 01_1DMT_con you need to click
on the Group 1 option and then in the ligand pane select both carboxylate oxygen atoms,
such that the window now looks like:
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For 02_1R1H_con, you also need to select both carboxylate oxygen atoms. For 03_1R1J_con
and 04_1Y8J_con, you need to select the thiolate sulphur atom. At the end of the procedure,
the Setup Constraints window should look like:

Click on the Next button.
In the Exclude Features window, the excluded features from the previous job (Section 3) are
still selected, but as we do not want to use any excluded features in this calculation these
need to be cleared. To do so, under 01_1DMT_con, click on the ACCEPTOR label and then in
the ligand pane click on each previously selected atom to deselect it. Repeat this procedure
with the DONOR and HYDROPHOBE labels. Once all atoms have been deselected, the
window should look like:
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Click on the Next button.
In the Select Filtering Options page, all current settings should be appropriate so click on the
Next button.

In the Run Program window, click on the Run button to start the job. This calculation will run
much more quickly that previous overlay generation calculations because the constraint
greatly limits the search space. Results will be saved to Tutorial1/job4.

Output and discussion
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All solutions satisfy the constraint. Most look rather ugly but one or two of them are
reasonably credible, showing that we cannot entirely discount this type of overlay.

12.1.8 Command line version of the program
Input Files
The following files are provided for this tutorial:
Directory
command_line_tutorial1/conformers

Files
1DMT_confs.mol2
1R1H_confs.mol2
1R1J_confs.mol2
1Y8J_confs.mol2

command_line_tutorial1/answer

true_overlay.mol2

command_line_tutorial1

config1.txt –
config4.txt

command_line_tutorial1

params1.txt –
params4.txt

Explanation
Low-probability conformers of
the molecules. These must afford
good coverage of energeticallyaccessible conformation space.
The true (crystallographicallyobserved) overlay obtained by
least-squares superposition of
the binding sites of the PDB
structures.
The configuration files you need
to do Sections 1-4.
The parameter files you need to
do Sections 1-4. All parameters
not explicitly defined take their
default values.

The absolute path name of the installation directory of the ligand overlay program has been
replaced by <program_location>. The default would be:

Windows:
<GOLDSUITE_INSTALLDIR>/Hermes

Linux:
<GOLDSUITE_INSTALLDIR>/bin

Initial Generation of Overlays
In this section, we will generate some possible overlays of the four molecules.

Input
The calculation is controlled by the configuration file config1.txt, which is reproduced below.
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The file specifies a title for the job, the names of the ligands, and various input files that are
needed.
You will need to edit the lines feature_file, rotatable_bond_file and matching_rules_file
(here and in all the other configuration files) so that <program_location> specifies the
absolute path name of the directory called default_parameter_files in the CSD Ligand
Overlay installation directory.
input_directory specifies the path relative to which all other file and directory names are
defined. You will need to edit this line (here and in all the other configuration files) so that
<my_location> specifies the absolute path name of the directory from which you are running
the tutorial.
output_directory is the directory to which results will be written (in this case, output1). You
must create this directory before running the job.
Finally, the configuration file specifies a parameter file, params1.txt. The program uses a
wide variety of parameters, all of which have sensible defaults. If you’re happy with the
defaults, you don’t need to specify a parameter file. However, we will use parameter files
throughout this tutorial for illustrative purposes.
Here is a listing of params1.txt:

These lines dictate how overlay filtering is to be done.
We ask for a maximum of 20 overlays after filtering has been applied.
Each overlay will be scored in three ways: volume (the union volume of the overlaid ligands);
hbond (the extent to which H-bonding groups on different ligands are overlaid); and
hydrophobe_coplanarity (the extent to which hydrophobic groups are overlaid and, in the
case of aromatic rings, whether they are coplanar).
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The volume score constraint specifies that any solution whose volume score is greater than
the 30th percentile (i.e. at least 30% of solutions have lower volumes) must be rejected. Bear
in mind that low volume scores are good. Similarly, the hbond constraint means that all
solutions whose hbond score is below the 70th percentile will be rejected (large hbond scores
are good).
For the surviving solutions, the three scores will be converted to a single number (the
fitness) by Pareto ranking. All overlays whose ranks exceed the filter_fitness_threshold (i.e.
have Pareto rank above 5) will be filtered out (remember, lower Pareto ranks are better).
To avoid getting very similar solutions, we specify that no two overlays in the final filtered
set may have a dissimilarity coefficient (i.e. filter_dissimilarity_threshold) less than 0.075.

Running the job
The overlay_ligands executable needs to be run with the following arguments:
<program_location>/overlay_ligands -cf config1.txt –mode generate

where <program_location> is the directory in which the executable is located. The
calculation takes about 5 minutes on a typical laptop.

Re-filtering and Optimising Overlays; Analytical Output
In this step, we re-filter the overlays generated earlier, with the aim of increasing solution
diversity. We also optimise them, to bring groups into tighter alignment, and we produce
some analytical output to help us navigate the solutions.

Input
We will use config2.txt as the configuration file. This is identical to config1.txt except that it
specifies a different folder for output (output2) and a different parameter file (params2.txt),
and contains the following extra lines:

The first of these lines specifies the file of chromosomes that code for the overlays we’re
going to re-filter (i.e. those generated in the preceding step of this tutorial). The second line
specifies a directory containing files needed for overlay optimisation (you should never need
to change these files). You will need to edit the line optimisation_directory (here and in all
the other configuration files) so that it specifies the absolute path name of the directory
called default_parameter_files in the CSD Ligand Overlay program installation directory. The
last two lines specify the types of analytical output we require.
The parameter file params2.txt is listed below:
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Compared with the previous filtering criteria, we have made the fitness threshold less
stringent and relaxed the dissimilarity criterion, in an effort to produce more solution
diversity.
The final two lines specify optimisation parameters. Optimisation involves tweaking the
ligand positions and geometries to improve the overlay. Consequently, an energy function is
required to ensure ligands remain in low-energy conformations. The penultimate line
specifies that the Tripos torsion and van der Waals functions will be used. The last line
allows hydrogen atoms, for example in methyl groups, to rotate.

Running the job
We run the job with the following arguments:
<program_location>/overlay_ligands
optimise -analyse

-cf

config2.txt

–mode

filter –

Remember to create the output directory (output2) first. The job should take less than a
minute.

Excluding Groups
This section describes how the sugar ring of ligand 1DMT can be excluded.

Input
We will use config3.txt as the configuration file and the parameter file params3.txt (which is
identical to the params2.txt parameter file). This is similar to the previous configuration files
except that it contains the following lines:

This means that atoms 27, 29 and 31 of 1DMT are not to be treated as hydrogen-bond
donors (these are the sugar hydroxyl oxygens), and so on.

Running the job
The job is run with the following arguments:
<program_location>/overlay_ligands
-optimise -analyse
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-cf

config3.txt

–mode

generate
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Disabling the sugar runs simplifies the calculation, so it will take less time than the overlay
generation we ran in Section 1 of this tutorial, even though we are now optimising the
solutions.

Constrained Overlaying
This section describes how to set up constraints.

Input
We will use the configuration file config4.txt and the parameter file params4.txt. The
configuration file contains lines that define the constraint we wish to apply:

This means that all overlays generated will have atom 11 of 1R1J and atom 1 of 1Y8J (the
thiolate sulfurs) in close proximity to either atom 12 or 23 of 1DMT, and either atom 15 or
16 of 1R1H (the carboxylate oxygens).
We make a slight adjustment to the parameter file compared with our previous job. It now
contains:

which specifies that the optimisation is to use Tripos torsion and van der Waals functions, as
before, but with reduced van der Waals radii. This has the effect of softening nonbonded
atom-atom repulsions, which compensates for the fact that we run the optimisation with
fixed bond lengths and angles. It may result in overlays that have some unrealistically short
atom-atom contacts, but these would probably be relieved if we allowed bond-angle
relaxation.

Running the job
The job is run with the following arguments:
<program_location>/overlay_ligands
-optimise -analyse

-cf

config4.txt

–mode

generate

It runs much more quickly than previous overlay generations because the constraint greatly
limits the search space.

Comparison with True Overlay
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The true overlay of the ligands, obtained by superimposing the crystal-structure binding
sites, is available in command_line_tutorial1/answer/true_overlay.mol2. It is possible to
superimpose the true overlay and any overlay solution produced by the CSD Ligand Overlay.
The job is run with the following arguments:
<program_location>/overlay_overlays
-cf
config1.txt
–if1
output1/solution_ 02.mol2 –if2 answer/true_overlay.mol2 –type atom –
of superposition.mol2

Here is a picture of the true overlay (carbon atoms in magenta) superimposed on a solution
(carbon atoms in grey) from the first overlay generation we ran:

The prediction is not perfect. Terminal rings are somewhat misplaced (for the most part this
is unimportant since they do not form part of the common pharmacophore) and the
detailed feature-matching in the thiolate/phosphinate area is not quite right. But it is still a
pretty good answer.
Many of the other solutions we obtained have the correct matching of chemical groups, but
ligand conformations different from those seen at the binding site. This indicates that, in the
absence of the protein structure, there is an intrinsic uncertainty in the geometry of the
ligands, an issue that is explored further in Tutorial 2.

12.2 Tutorial 2: Exploring the Geometrical Uncertainty of a Pharmacophore
Objective
This tutorial demonstrates how the program may be used to explore the geometrical
uncertainty of a pharmacophore.
In the first tutorial, we generated several possible overlays of four neprilysin ligands, taken
from the PDB complexes 1DMT, 1R1H, 1Y8J and 1R1J.
Many of the overlays produced by the program had the same feature mapping, i.e. the same
chemical groups were overlaid on one another. In particular, the following groups were
often in close proximity:
a)
b)
c)
d)

the thiolate of 1Y8J, phosphonate of 1DMT, and phosphinate of 1R1H
the amides of 1DMT, 1R1H, 1R1J and fused imidazole of 1Y8J
the phenyl groups of 1R1H, 1R1J, 1Y8J and the iso-butyl group of 1DMT
the carboxylate groups of 1DMT, 1R1H, 1R1J

Since this feature mapping is found many times, it would be reasonable to derive a
pharmacophore query from it. (In fact, superposition of the PDB complexes indicates that it
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is correct.) However, although the mapping of groups tells us what types of pharmacophore
points we need in the query (e.g. a hydrophobic point to represent the phenyl and iso-butyl
groups), there is a problem setting the inter-point distances. It looks as if there may be
several ways of overlaying the ligands with the same feature mapping but different ligand
conformations. Each such overlay might have different inter-point distances.
In order to set suitable tolerances on the inter-point distances, it is therefore important to
find as many ways as possible of aligning the ligands with the required feature mapping. Two
ways of investigating this are described in this tutorial.

Input Files
Example files can be found in:

Windows:
<GOLDSUITE_INSTALLDIR>/Hermes/LigandOverlay/examples

Linux:
<GOLDSUITE_INSTALLDIR>/Hermes/LigandOverlay/examples

Mac OS:
<GOLDSUITE_INSTALLDIR>/Examples/LigandOverlay

The following directories and files are provided (P) for or created (C) during this tutorial:
P

Directory
Tutorial2/conformers

Files
1DMT_confs.mol2
1R1H_confs.mol2
1R1J_confs.mol2
1Y8J_confs.mol2

P

Tutorial2/answer

true_overlay.mol2

C

Tutorial2

features.txt

C

match_rules.txt

C

rotbonds.txt

C

parameters_fast.txt

C

parameters_slow.txt

C
C

Tutorial2/optimisation

C

Tutorial2/job1
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default.phcfg
*

Explanation
Low probability conformers of
the molecules. These must
afford good coverage of
energetically-accessible
conformation space.
The true (crystallographicallyobserved) overlay obtained by
least-squares superposition of
the binding sites of the PDB
structures.
Defines
hydrogen-bonding
groups (via SMARTS strings).
Specifies rules for matching
groups, e.g. any sort of
hydrophobic group (aromatic or
aliphatic) can be matched with
any other hydrophobic group.
Defines (via SMARTS strings)
allowed torsion-angle ranges for
certain types of bonds, e.g.
amides must be close to planar.
Contains all parameters for fast
setting; used by default.
Contains all parameters for slow
setting; recommended only if no
reasonable results obtained
with fast setting parameters.
Default configuration file.
Nine files needed for the overlay
optimisation option.
A
directory
created
by
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C

Tutorial2/job2

C

Tutorial2/job3

completing standard overlay
generation in Section 1 of this
tutorial.
A
directory
created
by
completing
overlay
multiplication in Section 2 of this
tutorial.
A
directory
created
by
completing constrained overlay
generation in Section 3 of this
tutorial.

12.2.1 Overlay multiplication
The aim of “overlay multiplication” is to find a diverse range of overlays, all with the same
feature mapping but with different ligand conformations. It uses a multi-objective genetic
algorithm (MOGA).
The calculation requires, as a starting point, an overlay that has the feature mapping of
interest.
The program begins by setting up a population of chromosomes, each coding for an overlay.
Each chromosome contains torsion-angle data and mapping data. The mapping captures the
feature mapping of the starting solution, and is kept constant throughout the MOGA run.
The torsion data is randomised in the initial chromosome population and is then optimised
by the MOGA.
Hopefully, the MOGA will converge on a population of chromosomes that all code for
overlays with the required feature mapping but with different torsion angle values, i.e.
different ligand conformations.
Niching is used to promote geometric diversity, so that the algorithm finds the widest
possible range of ligand overlays with the desired feature mapping.

Input
Close any previously opened Hermes session and then open a new one. Start the Wizard for
Ligand Overlay. In the Choose what you want to do window, select the option to Search for
new overlays & pharmacophores and click on the Next button.
In the Create or Load a Project window, click on the Create Project... button. This allows you
to navigate to an existing directory or create a new directory where you want the results of
Tutorial 2 to be saved. Once you have chosen the directory for the tutorial, click on the Next
button.

12.2.2 Section 1: Initial Generation of Overlays
You should then follow the instructions as in Section 1 of Tutorial 1 which will guide you
through the setting up of a standard overlay generation job using the four neprilysin ligand
conformer sets. The Data Analysis window will appear once this overlay job has finished. We
are not interested in analysing those results here (for that, please follow the remainder of
Tutorial 1), so close the Data Analysis window and use the back arrow button on the wizard
to navigate back to the Choose what you want to do window.
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12.2.3 Section 2: Overlay multiplication
All four options are now available in the Choose what you want to do window. Here, select
the Find related solutions with the same pharmacophore mapping option and click the Next
button.

In the Select result set window, you can specify which existing result set you want to analyse.
There should only be one set of results available. Use the drop-down menu to select job1.
Click on the Next button.

In the Select Solution window, you can select the solution whose pharmacophore mapping
will be used to try to generate other solutions with the same mapping. There were 20
CSD Ligand Overlay User Guide
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different solutions resulting from job1 and you can view each one in turn by selecting it on
the left and then clicking on the View selected solution button. Select a solution that has the
feature mappings of interest as highlighted in the introduction of Tutorial 2. If this is Solution
1, then select Solution 1 and click on the Next button.

In the Select Parameter Settings window, the default settings are appropriate for this
calculation, including the optimisation of the solutions. Click on the More Options button.

In the Run Program window, click on the Run button to start the job. Results will be saved to
the directory Tutorial2/job2.

Output and discussion
As it runs, the MOGA writes search statistics to search_stats.csv (located in the job2 folder in
your Tutorial2 directory) which you can look at to monitor how things are going. The
columns headed medscor1, medscor2 and medscor3 show the median values of the scoring
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functions at each generation. The header lines of the file tell you that medscor1, 2 and 3 are,
respectively, volume, hbond and hydrophobe_coplanarity.
As the search proceeds, we hope to see all three median score values improving. This
happens, though somewhat erratically towards the end of the search. In fact, the MOGA
algorithm often struggles to improve all median scores simultaneously and can make one or
two of them worse, occasionally going out of control.
The dissim and psim columns monitor solution diversity – the former should be high, the
latter low. In our example, diversity holds up well as the search proceeds.
You can analyse the results further by using the data in the Hermes Data Analysis window
that is automatically generated once the calculation has completed but we are particularly
interested in the data present in the job2/job2_map_of_solutions.csv but currently hidden
in the Data Analysis window that pops up automatically. To load the full file, in the Calculate
main menu within Hermes, select Ligand Overlay and then select Open CSV file and open
the file job2/job2_map_of_solutions.csv. This will allow access to the additional columns
containing the dissimilarity coefficients. Since we know all solutions are likely to have similar
feature matching, you should display as a scatterplot the map calculated from the
superposition-based dissimilarity measure (plotting x_super vs. y_super and colouring on
z_super as described in Section 1 of Tutorial 1). The scatterplot produced looks like this:
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If you examine a few of the more widely-spaced solutions on this map, you can see that
there are several with different ligand conformations but roughly the same feature
matching.
Converting the solutions to suitable distance tolerances for your pharmacophore query is a
manual process. You have to look at a range of solutions, using the map to guide you, and
measure key interatomic distances (or measure inter-point distances in the corresponding
pharmacophore file.

Limitations
Overlay multiplication doesn’t always work well, depending on the starting overlay.
Sometimes it cannot converge to overlays with the desired feature mapping. Also, even after
optimisation, the overlays tend to look much less tidy than those produced by overlay
generation.
Overlay multiplication can also be slow, sometimes taking over an hour.
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Nevertheless, it is always worth trying before you set up a pharmacophore query, since it
can give valuable insights into the inherent geometric variability of the pharmacophore of
interest.

12.2.4 Section 3: Insights from constrained overlay generation
Another method for exploring geometric variability is to do a new overlay generation, adding
constraints to keep the desired feature mapping.

Input
If you still have the previous Hermes session open, close it and start a new Hermes session.
Start the Wizard again for Ligand Overlay and click on the Load Existing Project... button in
the Choose what you want to do window. Navigate to the directory where you ran the
previous jobs of Tutorial 2 and select the default.phcfg file. This loads up the project and
thus the previous results. Manually close all items in the Data Analysis window that pops up.
All four options are now available in the Choose what you want to do window. Here, select
the Search for new overlays & pharmacophores option and click the Next button.
In the Select Conformer Files window, the conformer sets should already be loaded up as the
project was loaded at the start of the Wizard. Click on the Next button.
In the Select Parameter Settings window, the default settings are appropriate, as well as
having the Automatically optimise solutions box ticked. Leave all unchanged and click on the
More Options button.
In the Setup Constraint window, create three hard constraints by clicking on the Add
Constraint button three times and ensuring that all three are defined as Hard rather than
Soft.
Constraint 1 needs to involve the sugar bridging ester oxygen from 1DMT, the phosphinate
oxygen from 1R1H, the amide bond oxygen from 1R1J and the thiolate sulphur from 1Y8J. To
do so, you first click on Group 1 from 01_1DMT_con and then click on the sugar bridging
ester oxygen. You then click on Group 1 from 02_1R1H_con and then click on the
phosphinate oxygen. You then click on Group 1 from 03_1R1J_con and then click on the
amide bond oxygen. Finally, you click on Group 1 from 04_1Y8J_con and then click on the
thiolate sulphur.
The constraint window should now look like this:
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For Constraint 2, you need to select the N and O atoms of the amide for 1DMT, 1R1H and
1R1J, and the N atoms of the fused imidazole moiety for 1Y8J. The constraint window should
now look like this:

For Constraint 3, you need to select the C atoms of the phenyl and isobutyl groups: these are
isobutyl atoms with atom labels CG,CD1,CD2 from 01_1DMT_con, phenyl atoms labelled
C11,C12,C13,C14,C15,C16 from 02_1R1H_con, phenyl atoms labelled C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C8
from 03_1R1J_con and phenyl atoms labelled C4,C5,C6,C7,C8,C9 from 04_1Y8J_con. The
constraint window should now look like this:
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Between them, these constraints should ensure that all overlays generated have the desired
feature matchings.
No more than three Hard constraints may be specified, and each must involve atoms from
all ligands. It would be possible to add a further constraint to take into account the
carboxylate oxygens of 1DMT, 1R1H and 1R1J, but it would have to be a Soft constraint,
which isn’t as effective.
Once all three hard constraints are defined, click on the Next button.
In the Exclude Features window, ensure that no features are selected and click on the Next
button.
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In the Select Filtering Options window, you need to change the maximum number of filtered
solutions from 20 to 99. You also need to change the Solution Diversity slider from 0.075 to
0.05. You also need to untick all boxes under the Score Constraints section. The window
should now look like this:

The filtering criteria have been made much less stringent that usual (e.g. we place no limits
on volume and hbond scores; see Tutorial 1, Section 1). This is because, with the constraints
we are applying, we are almost certain to find good solutions and we want to find as many
as possible (hopefully, exploring geometric diversity). For the same reason, we have
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increased the maximum number of solutions to 99 and made the dissimilarity filter threshold
very lax.
Click on the Next button.
In the Run Program window, click on the Run button to start the job. Results will be saved to
the directory Tutorial2/job3.

Output and discussion
As in the previous section of the tutorial, the solutions span a range of different ligand
geometries but usually maintain the desired feature mapping.
Again, these solutions must be examined manually, with the aid of the map produced after
loading the file job3/job3_map_of_solutions.csv, to determine how variable the inter-point
distances of the pharmacophore are.
The constrained-overlay method is usually much faster than overlay multiplication and tends
to give much tidier overlays. However, it doesn’t always find as large a range of overlay
geometries as multiplication, so it can be useful to try both methods.

12.2.5 Command line version of the program
Input Files
The following files are provided for this tutorial:
Directory
command_line_tutorial2/conformers

Files
1DMT_confs.mol2
1R1H_confs.mol2
1R1J_confs.mol2
1Y8J_confs.mol2

command_line_tutorial2/answer

true_overlay.mol2

command_line_tutorial2

config1.txt –
config2.txt

command_line_tutorial2

params1.txt –
params2.txt

Explanation
Low-probability conformers of
the molecules. These must afford
good coverage of energeticallyaccessible conformation space.
The true (crystallographicallyobserved) overlay obtained by
least-squares superposition of
the binding sites of the PDB
structures.
The configuration files you need
to do Sections 1-2.
The parameter files you need to
do Sections 1-2. All parameters
not explicitly defined take their
default values.

The absolute path name of the installation directory of the ligand overlay program has been
replaced by <program_location>. The default would be:

Windows:
<GOLDSUITE_INSTALLDIR>/Hermes

Linux:
<GOLDSUITE_INSTALLDIR>/bin

The files in default_parameter_files should be suitable for most overlay calculations, i.e. will
rarely need to be changed, whatever the molecules being aligned. The other input files are
specific to this particular example.

Overlay multiplication
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In this section, we will find a diverse range of overlays, all with the same feature mapping
but with different ligand conformations by using a multi-objective genetic algorithm
(MOGA).

Input
The calculation requires, as a starting point, an overlay that has the feature mapping of
interest. The chromosome coding for the starting solution must be extracted from the
chromosome file produced by the Tutorial 1 overlay-generation job, that is,
command_line_tutorial1/job1/solutions.chrm
This is easy to do with an editor. Keep the first two lines of the chromosome file, which
contain essential header information, then delete the remainder of the file except for the
lines pertaining to the required solution (the chromosome index is the solution number).
Save the edited file as start_solution.chrm. An example is shown below:

We will use the configuration file config1.txt and the parameter file params1.txt.
The configuration file is very similar to those used in Tutorial 1 except that it contains the
line
chromosome_input_file start_solution.chrm

to indicate the starting overlay, as well as the following lines to specify the types of
analytical output we require:
map_output map_of_solutions.csv
dissimilarity_output dissimilarity_matrix.csv

The parameter file is shown below:

The last few lines are MOGA-related parameters, e.g. we request a starting population of
150 chromosomes and 150 children per generation. The niching parameters request that, at
each generation, the population is divided into no more than 30 niches, each of size ≤ 3. No
two solutions with dissimilarity < 0.75 may be placed in different niches (the MOGA uses its
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own dissimilarity measure, which reflects the overall shapes of the overlays). The object of
niching is to force as much diversity as possible into the solution set.
The MOGA-related parameters are explicitly specified here for illustrative purposes only.
Usually, you can use all the default settings, i.e. you need not specify them in the parameter
file.
Additionally, in this config1.txt file and all subsequent configuration files you will need to
manually edit all occurrences of <program_location> so that it specifies the absolute path
name of the directory called default_parameter_files in the CSD Ligand Overlay program
installation directory. Similarly, <my_location> must be edited so that it specifies the
absolute path name of the directory from which you are running the tutorial.

Running the job
The job is run with the following arguments:
<program_location>/overlay_ligands -cf config1.txt –mode multiply –
optimise -analyse

where <program_location> is the directory in which the executable is located. The
calculation takes about 10 minutes on a typical laptop.

Insights from Constrained Overlay Generation
In this section we’ll describe how to explore geometric variability by doing a new overlay
generation with constraints to keep the desired feature mapping.

Input
We will use config2.txt as the configuration file. This defines three constraints, as follows:
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The first constraint specifies four atoms that are closely overlaid in solution 2 from the first
overlay generation run of Tutorial 1 (i.e. the solution whose feature mapping we wish to
emulate), including the thiolate sulfur of 1Y8J, a phosphinate oxygen of 1R1H, etc. The
second specifies atoms in the amide and fused imidazole moieties, which also need to be
closely overlaid (the brackets specify that the centroid of the given atoms is to be considered
the constraint point). The third specifies atoms of the phenyl and iso-butyl groups.
Between them, these constraints should ensure that all overlays generated have the desired
feature matchings.
No more than three Hard constraints may be specified, and each must involve atoms from
all ligands. It would be possible to add a further constraint to take into account the
carboxylate oxygens of 1DMT, 1R1H and 1R1J, but it would have to be a Soft constraint,
which isn’t as effective.
The parameter file we will use is:
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The filtering criteria have been made much less stringent that usual (e.g. we place no limits
on volume and hbond scores; see Tutorial 1, Section 2). This is because, with the constraints
we are applying, we are almost certain to find good solutions and we want to find as many
as possible (hopefully, exploring geometric diversity).
For the same reason, we have increased the maximum number of solutions to 100 and made
the filter fitness threshold very lax.

Running the job
We run the job with the following arguments:
<program_location>/overlay_ligands -cf config2.txt –mode generate –
optimise -analyse

The job should take two or three minutes on an average laptop.

12.3 Tutorial 3: Building Overlays by the Stepwise Method
Objective
This tutorial demonstrates how the program may be used to overlay a difficult set of ligands
by use of the stepwise method.
The scientific objective is to find plausible overlays of ten adenosine deaminase ligands.
The structures of all ten protein-ligand complexes are available in the PDB, so the true
overlay is known.
Each ligand is assigned the name of the PDB structure from which it was taken. As the
diagrams below show, eight of the ligands are chemically similar. They are easy to overlay.
The difficulty lies in finding the correct positions of the “odd ones out”, 1NDV and 1WXY.
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Input Files
Example files can be found in:

Windows:
<GOLDSUITE_INSTALLDIR>/Hermes/LigandOverlay/examples

Linux:
<GOLDSUITE_INSTALLDIR>/Hermes/LigandOverlay/examples

Mac OS:
<GOLDSUITE_INSTALLDIR>/Examples/LigandOverlay

The following directories and files are provided (P) for or created (C) during this tutorial:
Directory

Files

P

Tutorial3/conformers

P

Tutorial3/answer

1NDV_confs.mol2
1NDW_confs.mol2
1NDY_confs.mol2
1O5R_confs.mol2
1QXL_confs.mol2
1UML_confs.mol2
1V7A_confs.mol2
1V79_confs.mol2
1WXY_confs.mol2
2E1W_confs.mol2
true_overlay.mol2

C

Tutorial3

features.txt

C

match_rules.txt

C

rotbonds.txt

C

parameters_fast.txt

C

parameters_slow.txt

C
C

Tutorial3/optimisation

default.phcfg
*

C

Tutorial3/job1

*

Explanation
Low-probability conformers of the
molecules. These must afford good
coverage of energetically-accessible
conformation space.

The
true
(crystallographicallyobserved) overlay obtained by leastsquares superposition of the PDB
structures.
Defines hydrogen-bonding groups (via
SMARTS strings).
Specifies rules for matching groups,
e.g. any sort of hydrophobic group
(aromatic or aliphatic) can be
matched with any other hydrophobic
group.
Defines (via SMARTS strings) allowed
torsion-angle ranges for certain types
of bonds, e.g. amides must be close to
planar.
Contains all parameters for fast
setting; used by default.
Contains all parameters for slow
setting; recommended only if no
reasonable results obtained with fast
setting parameters.
Default configuration file.
Nine files needed for the overlay
optimisation option.
A

directory

created

by

completing

Section 1 of this tutorial.
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12.3.1 Section 1: Stepwise Overlaying
The overlays generated by running the program conventionally, as demonstrated (on a
different set of ligands) in Tutorial 1 are unconvincing and, indeed, none is close to the true
overlay, which is in Tutorial3/answer/true_overlay.mol2.
The problem is that the true overlay does not contain three pharmacophore points that
involve all ligands. In other words, there are not three interactions with the protein that are
formed by all ten ligands (in fact, there isn’t even one such interaction). This is fairly obvious,
for example, if you look at the true overlay of ligands 1NDV, 1NDW and 1WXY:

It is for this reason that the conventional overlay generation algorithm fails.
However, an alternative approach can be used to produce much better solutions, that is, the
overlay can be built up in steps, as demonstrated in this tutorial.

Input
Close any previously opened Hermes session and then open a new one. In the Calculate
main menu within Hermes, select Ligand Overlay and then select Start Wizard.

In the Choose what you want to do window, choose option to Search for new overlays &
pharmacophores and click on the Next button.
In the Create or Load a Project window, click on the Create Project... button. This allows you
to navigate to an existing directory or create a new directory where you want the results of
Tutorial 3 to be saved. Once you have chosen the directory for the tutorial, click on the Next
button.
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In the Select Conformers window, you will be prompted to add the conformer files for all
ligands that you wish to overlay. For this tutorial, pre-generated conformer files for the ten
adenosine deaminase ligands are provided in the Tutorial3/conformers directory. These
conformer files can be loaded by clicking on the Add Files... button. It is important that they
are loaded in exactly the same order as that shown in the screenshot below.

Once these conformer files are loaded, click on the Next button.
In the Select Parameter Settings window, you can choose which parameter and feature files
to use. By default, when a project is created, the standard parameter file (called
parameters_fast.txt) and feature file (called features.txt) are copied into the project
directory. The default parameters are appropriate for this tutorial, so you should choose the
Default drop-down option.
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The Automatically optimise solutions box is ticked by default, which is appropriate for this
tutorial. The Use step-wise generation box is not ticked by default, but as we want to
illustrate how to use this functionality in this tutorial, put a tick in this box.

Click on the More Options button.
In the Select solution order window, we need to define the order in which the different
ligands have to be added, with a minimum of two steps. This order can either be specified
manually or by clicking on the Suggest Protocol… button, where similar ligands are overlaid
first and less similar ligands added afterwards.
In this tutorial we will specify the order of ligands manually. For the first step, we want to
overlay the eight adenosine deaminase ligands that we think will be easy to overlay as they
have similar scaffolds/functionality: 1NDW, 1NDY, 1O5R, 1QXL, 1UML, 1V7A, 1V79 and
2E1W. For the second step, we want to overlay 1WXY onto the overlays resulting from the
first step. For the final (third) step, we want to overlay 1NDV onto the resulting superoverlays (those resulting from the second step).
In the left hand pane, you thus need to define these three steps by creating one line per
step. These three steps are defined in the Select solution order window as seen on the
following screenshot:
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Click on the Next button.
In the Exclude Features window, ensure that none are selected then click on the Next
button.
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In the Select Filtering Options window, all defaults options are appropriate here so click on
the Next button.

In the Run Program window, click on the Run button to start the job.
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The progress bar helps to monitor the progress of the calculation as the program goes
through several stages: initialising, generating overlays, scoring overlays, filtering overlays,
optimising overlays, all repeated three times as there are three steps as defined in the Select
solution order window, and finally analysing overlays. Results will be saved to the output
directory: Tutorial3/job1.

Output and discussion
The calculated overlays of the first eight ligands are found in the folder step1. All of these
overlays look very reasonable because all ligands have similar functionality that can be easily
overlaid. Below is an example overlay:

The overlays of the first eight ligands plus 1WXY are found in step2. Correct overlays will
have one of the phenolic hydroxyls of 1WXY overlaid on the primary hydroxyl of all other
eight ligands, as seen in example below, where 1WXY is in green:

The final overlays including all ligands are found in final_step. Correct overlays will have the
same mapping as above, plus the guanidinium group of 1NDV occupying the same region as
the imidazolium ring of 1NDW, as seen in the example below, where 1NDV is in green:
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The stepwise method is worth trying if the conventional overlay generation approach fails to
produce convincing solutions. You must decide on the order in which the ligands are
introduced. In this example, we introduced the most dissimilar ligands in the final steps. A
sensible precaution is to try two or three different ordering strategies and pool the results.
The stepwise method can work where the conventional approach fails for the following
reason. The overlay generation algorithm requires that there are at least three
pharmacophoric interactions common to all ligands. When this is not the case, as for these
ten ligands, the naive algorithm is almost certain to fail. By building the overlay in a series of
steps, we work around the problem. Each “supermolecule” contains the features of all its
component ligands, increasing the chances that there will be three pharmacophore
interactions in common between the supermolecule and the other ligands to be overlaid in
the step.
The stepwise method also allows you to exert close control over the overlay process. For
example, you can reject intermediate solutions that you don’t like.

12.3.2 Command line version of the program
Input Files
The following files are provided for this tutorial:
Directory
command_line_tutorial3/conformers

command_line_tutorial3/answer
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Files
1NDV_confs.mol2
1NDW_confs.mol2
1NDY_confs.mol2
1O5R_confs.mol2
1QXL_confs.mol2
1UML_confs.mol2
1V7A_confs.mol2
1V79_confs.mol2
1WXY_confs.mol2
2E1W_confs.mol2
true_overlay.mol2

config1.txt –
config3.txt

Explanation
Low-probability conformers of
the molecules. These must afford
good coverage of energeticallyaccessible conformation space.

The true (crystallographicallyobserved) overlay obtained by
least-squares superposition of
the binding sites of the PDB
structures.
The configuration files you need
to do Sections 1-3.
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command_line_tutorial3

params.txt

The parameter file you need to
do Sections 1-3. All parameters
not explicitly defined take their
default values.

The absolute path name of the installation directory of the ligand overlay program has been
replaced by <program_location>. The default would be:

Windows:
<GOLDSUITE_INSTALLDIR>/Hermes

Linux:
<GOLDSUITE_INSTALLDIR>/bin

The files in default_parameter_files should be suitable for most overlay calculations, i.e. will
rarely need to be changed, whatever the molecules being aligned. The other input files are
specific to this particular example.

Stepwise overlaying
In this section, we will discuss how to build the overlay in steps.

Section 1: Overlaying the Eight Similar Ligands
In this step, we overlay the eight chemically similar ligands, on the basis that this should be
an easy subset.

Input
We will use config1.txt as the configuration file. In this and all subsequent configuration files
you will need to manually edit all occurrences of <program_location> so that it specifies the
absolute path name of the directory called default_parameter_files in the ligand overlay
program installation directory. Similarly, <my_location> must be edited so that it specifies
the absolute path name of the directory from which you are running the tutorial.
Here and in subsequent steps, we will use params.txt as the parameter file. No other
parameters are defined in it, so all default values will be used.

Running the job
We run the job with the following arguments:
<program_location>/overlay_ligands -cf config1.txt –mode generate

The job takes quite a long time (about 10 minutes on a typical laptop) because the ligands
are quite flexible.

Output and discussion
Browse through a few solutions. You will see that there are some convincing overlays, albeit
with the occasional misplaced group.

Section 2: Adding 1WXY
In this step, we will overlay one of the difficult ligands, 1WXY, on the solutions obtained
from the previous step. Effectively, each of the solutions from step 1 is treated as a
“conformation” of a “supermolecule”.

Input
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We will use config2.txt as the configuration file. This contains a line that we haven’t seen
before:
part_overlay_file 1ndw 1ndy 1o5r 1qxl 1uml 1v7a 1v79 2e1w output1/
solutions.chrm

This instructs the program to use the “partial overlays” from step 1 instead of the individual
ligands (but we must still specify the conformer files of those ligands in the configuration
file).

Running the job
The job is run in the usual way:
<program_location>/overlay_ligands -cf config2.txt –mode generate

The job runs quickly since we’re only overlaying 1wxy on the “supermolecule
conformations” from step 1, which are small in number.

Output and discussion
Browse through the solutions. Some of them have 1wxy in roughly the right position with
respect to the other ligands.

Section 3: Adding 1NDV
Now we overlay the other difficult ligand, 1NDV, on the “supermolecule” conformations
from step 2.

Input
We will use the configuration file config3.txt.

Running the job
The job is run as before:
<program_location>/overlay_ligands -cf config3.txt –mode generate analyse

Output and discussion
Browse through the solutions. There are now some credible approximations of the true
overlay. Here are ligands 1NDV (carbon atoms in green), 1NDW (carbon atoms in magenta)
and 1WXY (carbon atoms in grey):

Although there are several errors of detail, the solution correctly reproduces the critical
features of the true overlay, namely, that the guanidinium group of 1NDV occupies the same
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region as the imidazolium ring of 1NDW, and one of the phenolic hydroxyls of 1WXY overlays
on the primary hydroxyl of 1NDW.
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